
Christoph Tschaar, Technical Specialist at Hansgrohe SE, speaks 
about his experience with the Elsyca PlatingManager software. This 
state-of-the-art graphical simulation platform is used at Hansgrohe 
for analyzing the production performance and quality of the Plating 
on Plastics (PoP) processes.

Relying on the Elsyca PlatingManager software 
allowed to achieve a 33% increase in production 
capacity!

Numerical simulation is a powerful technique. 
Elsyca simulation technology is the ultimate 
choice for modeling decorative electroplating 
processes such as PoP.

Elsyca PlatingManager simulations are 
executed using a virtual mock-up of 
Hansgrohe’s plating lines. The simulation 
results provide a detailed metal layer 
thickness distribution over all parts on 
the rack for every plating step of the PoP 
process. The benefits are tangible and 
proven: increased production efficiency, 
improved product quality, reduced time-
to-market. 

Potential of predictive 
modeling in sanitary 
fitting applications
“Upfront prediction of the deposited metal 
layer thickness distribution supports 
easier and faster processing of the tap, 
shower and other electroplated sanitary 
parts.” 

“The PoP process is a multi-step plating 
process which encounters several 
challenges, such as impact of the part 
design on under- and over-plated surface 
areas, risks of Ni show and Cr burn, and 
not so obvious way toward process 
optimization. 

Upfront information on the metal layer 
thickness distribution over the newly 
designed part programs helps in evaluating 
whether the throwing power of the plating 
solution or/and plating line infrastructure 
are suitable, or some process adjustments 
need to be implemented. Simulation also 
helps in assessing electroplating issues 
built-in by design where the design 
team will need to work on improving the 
curvature of the part. 

Addressing the above by Elsyca predictive 
modeling approach brings great savings in 
time and money, increasing at the same 
time production capacity.”

Top image 
Simulated Cu layer thickness distribution over 
all parts on the rack as used in the actual 
production site.  

Increasing efficiency of the PoP process:
the Hansgrohe way
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Hansgrohe used the E lsyca 
PlatingManager simulation technology to 
improve their PoP process of the Crometta 
shell part. Christoph Tschaar comments:

“Crometta shell is a challenging 
component to be electroplated as it is 
characterized by complex geometry. 
From the practical – electroplating - point 
of view, the scrap rate in processing this 
part comes mainly from Ni show and Cr 
burn. Elsyca PlatingManager technology 
was used to firstly, validate the simulation 
accuracy towards the actual production 
observations and then to improve its 
current performance.

Right-first-time 
production goals 
Using the Elsyca predictive modeling, we 
were able to improve our PoP process by 
designing a new rack with improved part 
layout and adjusted process parameters. 
We have also developed an innovative 
tooling structure – shielding system, 
which performance has been validated 
by Elsyca PlatingManager simulation 
technology. This allowed to achieve a 33% 
increase in production capacity, keeping 
the quality of deposited metal layers 

uniform over all parts on the rack. High 
accuracy of the simulated results when 
compared to the production observations, 
and easiness of executing the simulation 
projects proved the Elsyca PlatingManager 
technology to be instrumental in our daily 
PoP operations.

Numerical simulation is a powerful 
technique. Elsyca PlatingManager 
simulation approach is the ultimate choice 
for modeling decorative electroplating 
processes, especially the ones related to 
plastic parts.”

Hansgrohe electroplates a 
huge amount of high-quality 
parts in its in-house plating 
lines. Elsyca PlatingManager 
simulation technology is 
used in different aspects of 
process improvement towards 
increased process efficiency 
and high standard product 
quality. 

Elsyca electroplating predictive 
modeling is the ultimate 
choice for the application of 
decorative plating processes. 
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Addressing PoP risk issues in terms of Ni show, 
Cr burn and impact of the part design on the 
process performance by predictive modeling 
saves time and money.  

Top image 
Active shielding technology with new holders 
and round ABS bars.
Left image
Cr burn risk areas in case of no shields present 
(top), passive shields used (middle) and active 
shields used (bottom). 


